Production training in Second Language Acquisition:
A comparison between objective measures and subjective judgments
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Abstract
This paper reports on an exploratory study of the processes involved in the acquisition of new phonetic control regimes in L2 learning. We focus here on the acquisition of long VOT initial stops by French native speakers undergoing production training. Francophone speakers were asked to repeat /ta/ stimuli varying in VOT and burst intensity. The performances in production are assessed through a comparison between objective measures performed on the speech signals (VOT, burst intensity) and subjective measures from L2 listeners themselves (in terms of similarity between the model and the response) and from American English native listeners (in terms of similarity as well as L1 typicality). Results show that (i) the Francophone speakers reasonably matched in their responses the VOT and burst intensity variations of the stimuli; (ii) that the three subjective indices are highly correlated with each other, but that they only partially correlate with the acoustic parameters measured on the signals; (iii) that inter-individual variation is very large, among the speakers’productions as well as among the listeners’judgments.
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1. Introduction
1.1. State of the art
In Second Language Acquisition (SLA) studies, two main types of independent variables have been manipulated in the laboratory in order to get a better understanding of the processes involved in the acquisition of L2 phonetics and phonology, i.e. (i) the amount and the nature of L2 stimuli and (ii) the specificities of the training methods. Concerning the stimuli, it has been shown that providing high variability within the training stimuli set makes nonnative listeners better at processing novel, untrained stimuli [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. Concerning the training, the vast majority of laboratory studies used perception rather than production tasks to train participants. Different perceptual training procedures have been implemented in a large number of SLA studies, most of them resorting either to discrimination or to identification tasks, both tasks allowing significant improvements in terms of similarity as well as L1 typicality). A short perceptual task, i.e. an AX discrimination task (not reported here), was carried out before production training itself, allowing the participants to acquaint with the stimuli and their unfamiliar phonetic properties.

The present paper reports on a laboratory study focusing on production training in L2 learning. In the main task of the experimental paradigm, adult early beginners are exposed to a set of sound stimuli, most of which they are not familiar with in L1, and are asked to (re)produce them as faithfully as possible. Stimuli are semi-synthetic sounds which internal phonetic properties are carefully controlled. Performances in production are assessed through direct objective measurements on the speech signal, as well as subjective measurements from both L2 learners themselves (in terms of similarity between the model and the response), and native listeners (in terms of similarity, as well as L1 typicality). A short perceptual task, i.e. an AX discrimination task (not reported here), was carried out before production training itself, allowing the participants to acquaint with the stimuli and their unfamiliar phonetic properties.

This study was designed as an exploratory study, in that several variables were manipulated in combination in the production training phase of the paradigm, in a first attempt to assess their potential role in supporting the efficiency of the production training. Three variables were investigated, one of them concerning the order of presentation of the stimuli, the other two relating to the way the stimuli set has been built, i.e. the use of a secondary cue (namely, Burst Intensity) potentially trading relations with VOT, and the resort to enhanced stimulation through extreme values of VOT and
Burst Intensity. The full experimental design is detailed below, whereas the present paper is less about the detailed examination of the factors affecting production performances than about the comparison between objective and subjective assessment of these performances.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Stimuli

The stimuli set is made of CV (pseudo-)words in which the phonetic properties of the initial voiceless consonant are manipulated along two dimensions: Voice Onset Time (VOT) and Burst Intensity (BI) [34].

All the stimuli originate from a natural speech signal consisting in the production of a */ta/* pseudo-word by a native speaker of American English. From this natural speech signal were retained in all the stimuli: the duration of the burst phase (20ms) and the level of aspiration noise, as well as the entire vowel (total duration: 210ms including a breathy onset of 30ms). The duration of the aspiration phase (and consequently the VOT) and the level of the burst have been manipulated. These manipulations allowed us to build 36 stimuli varying in VOT and BI. VOT varies from 20ms to 100ms by incremental steps of 10ms (9 levels). BI can take 4 levels that have been computed by considering the overall level of the burst relatively to the level of the speech signal in the vowel, specifically in a 20ms-window centered on the vowel’s peak amplitude. The original burst level (-15dB) has been multiplied, in instantaneous amplitude, by a factor of 1, 2, 4, and .5, resulting in stimuli’s BI of respectively -15dB, -9dB, -3dB and -21 dB. Thus, both dimensions extend from a typical L1 value to an extreme value (infrequently observed in the 3dB and -21 dB. Thus, both dimensions extend from a typical value of respectively -15dB, -9dB, -3dB and -21 dB. Thus, both dimensions extend from a typical L1 value to an extreme value (infrequently observed in the world’s languages), passing by a middle value which is typical of some languages having aspirated initial stops (e.g. English).

2.2. Experimental paradigm

The experimental paradigm consisted in a succession of 4 tasks. Task 1 was an AX discrimination task on pairs of stimuli differing in VOT. Task 2 was a production task. Stimuli were presented one at a time at fixed interval and the instructions were to “repeat as faithfully as possible, as if it was a word from a foreign language”. Stimuli were presented in three successive blocks separated by short pauses. Each block is as follows. Consecutively for each BI level, the 9 stimuli were presented first in ascending order (i.e. from 20ms-VOT to 100ms-VOT), then in descending order (i.e. from 100ms-VOT to 20ms-VOT), then in pseudo-random order. After each order serie, the 20-ms VOT stimulus was presented six times in a row, in order to avoid contamination effects from the preceding serie. In total, each speaker produced 324 /ta/ (excluding the 20-ms VOT sequences). Task 3 was a similarity judgment task. Stimuli were presented by pairs and the instructions were to judge the similarity of the two members of the pair by means of a computerized Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). Each pair consisted in one production from task 2 (block 2 only) and the corresponding stimulus. A subset of the stimuli only was included in the similarity judgment test, i.e. the 60-ms stimuli of the 4 BI levels. Each of these four stimuli led to 42 productions during block 2 (14 speakers x 3 orders of presentations), for a total of 168 pairs to be judged. Task 4 was a typicality judgment task. The same 168 productions were presented one at a time and the instructions were to judge the typicality of the production just heard with respect to American English by VAS as in task 3.

2.3. Participants

A total of 30 subjects participated in the experiment: 14 French native speakers from Belgium (who participated in tasks 1 and 2, 6 of which also participated in task 3 one week later), and 16 American English native speakers from Louisiana who participated in tasks 3 and 4 in one single experimental session. None of the participants reported any hearing loss. All participants were administered a linguistic questionnaire in which they detailed their knowledge and experience with any relevant foreign language. The Belgian French native speakers had a very limited experience of English and virtually no knowledge of any other language contrasting unaspirated vs. aspirated voiceless consonants. They were one male and nine female speakers aged 19 to 51. The American English native speakers had a basic knowledge of French through French classes and occasional practice with colleagues, family and friends.

2.4. Measures

The speech productions from task 2 were segmented semi-automatically. The segmentation process consisted in the positioning of 5 time labels on each production, respectively at: (1) burst onset; (2) aspiration phase onset; (3) onset of the vowel; (4) offset of the breathy phase of the vowel, if any; (5) end of the vowel. Three measures have been computed on the speech productions based on these 5 labels: (i) VOT (‘RespVOT’, in ms), defined as the time interval between labels (1) and (3); (ii) vowel duration (‘VowDur’, in ms), corresponding to the time interval between labels (4) and (5); (iii) the relative-to-vowel burst intensity (‘RespBI’, in dB), computed as the ratio between RMS amplitude over the burst ((1)-(2) time interval) and RMS amplitude over a similar-duration window centered on the vowel’s peak instantaneous amplitude. Note that the assessment of vowel duration does not directly stem from the experimental design (duration variability in uttered vowels was not expected, since vowel duration was kept constant across all stimuli), but from first informal listening of the participants’ productions by the experimenters.

Raw data collected in tasks 3 and 4 by VAS have been transformed in 0-100 index values expressing the degree of similarity/typicality gathered for all (pairs of) stimuli. The data were transformed into a standardized unit, namely the z-score. Z-scores were computed for each listener separately.

3. Results

3.1. Task 2: production task

A MANOVA was carried out on the data from the productions of the Belgian French speakers (10 speakers S1 to S10 have been currently analysed). The dependent variables were the three measures: RespVOT, RespBI and VowDur, and the independent variables were the specifications of the stimuli (StimVOT; StimBI), the order of presentation of the stimuli (Order) and the Speaker variable (also considered as a fixed factor). The MANOVA revealed a variety of significant effects, from which we selected the most relevant ones for the description that follows.
First, the statistical analysis revealed several significant effects of the Speaker factor (alone and in interaction with other independent variables) on the three dependent variables, but mostly on RespVOT. This means that the speech productions collected during task 2 exhibit a large amount of inter-individual variation, most of which is modulated by the stimuli specifications. Fig.1 illustrates the significant interaction between Speaker and StimVOT on RespVOT (F(72,2005)=3.072; p<.001). Two speakers, S4 and S7, produced short VOT, typical of French, throughout the production training, whereas the remaining 8 speakers carried out the (re)production task with a certain amount of success, RespVOT increasing as StimVOT increased. However, only a few speakers could adjust their productions to the exact StimVOT values to be reproduced, some speakers producing extra-long VOT values, others exhibiting a large variability in their responses.

Second, RespVOT significantly varied as a function of StimVOT and StimBI (in interaction: F(3,2005)=3.133; p<.001). Interestingly, the same was true of VowDur, although the StimVOT (F(3,2005)=9.505; p<.001) and StimBI (F(3,2005)=7.745; p<.001) had independent effects. As illustrated in Fig.2, the 10 Belgian French speakers tend to produce longer VOT and longer vowels when StimVOT is long and burst intensity is low.

3.2. Similarity and typicality judgments

A MANOVA with mean z-scores for the three subjective indices as dependent variables and StimBI and Order as independent variables revealed that StimBI has a significant effect on the three dependent variables (typicality: F(3,156)=14.998; p<.001; similarity (AE listeners): F(3,156)=29.221; p<.001; similarity (BF listeners): F(3,156)=28.679; p<.001), whereas neither Order nor the interaction of Order and StimBI does. As illustrated in Fig.3, the three subjective indices exhibit rather close values across stimuli although these indices are based on different judgment tasks and/or different listeners. The effect of StimBI essentially resides in the fact that the responses to -21dB stimuli are overall poorly rated. Three separate repeated measures ANOVA were further performed, one per subjective index, with individual mean z-scores as the within-subjects variables and StimBI and Speaker as between-subjects factors. Results are notably similar across the judgment tasks and/or group of listeners. Concerning first the within-subjects variables, when considered alone they never reach statistical significance, whereas all two-way and three-way interactions do. As to the between-subjects effects, StimBI, Speaker as well as the interaction between them all yield significant variations in the three types of perceptual ratings. In other words, any particular score, whether in a typicality task or in a similarity task, whether given by an American English listener or by a Belgian French listener, depends not only on the BI level of the original stimulus, but also on the listener who performed the task and on the speaker who pronounced the production to be rated. The interaction between the Speaker and StimBI effect is illustrated in Fig.4, in that some speakers are overall (reasonably) well rated for their pronunciations in response to -21dB-BI stimuli, whereas others are not.

3.3. Comparison between objective and subjective measurements

A series of two-tailed Pearson correlations were carried out in order to investigate the relationships between the three subjective indices (mean z-scores) on one hand, and between these indices and the acoustic properties as measured directly on the productions on the other hand (Table 1). Results show that the agreement between the subjective indices is moderate to high, but always significant. Moreover, Typicality ratings (from AE listeners only) are more closely related to Similarity ratings from the same group of listeners than are Similarity ratings from the two different groups of listeners.

Concerning the relationships between the three types of indices and the properties of the rated productions, there is only a moderate (but highly significant) correlation between RespBI and the judgments from the American listeners in both tasks. Notably, no subjective index is significantly correlated with the VOT of the productions to be rated (which could largely vary even if all these productions were recorded in Task 2 in response to 60ms-VOT stimuli). However, a comparison between Fig.1 and Fig.4 suggests that the mean values of the VOT produced by each speaker in response to 60ms-VOT stimuli could be a good predictor of his/her overall rating by the listeners. Indeed, the most poorly rated speakers are S4, S7 and S5, whose mean VOT in response to 60ms-VOT stimuli is respectively of 17ms, 18ms and 118ms. The best subjective ratings are attributed to S6 (62ms).

4. Discussion

In summary, results show that the adult L2 learners were quite successful when performing the imitation task. On average, acoustic measurements show that the speakers’ productions varied as a function of the properties of the stimuli they were exposed to, and in the appropriate direction, although the data exhibit a large amount of intra-speaker as well as inter-speaker variation. Eight out of 10 speakers increased their VOT as StimVOT increased, the more so when long VOT were enhanced by a secondary phonetic cue, i.e. reduced Burst Intensity. These first results point to the usefulness of further investigating the potential of various modalities of production training in SLA.

Moreover, objective acoustic measurements proved valuable for the assessment of production performances. For example, they show that S5 is sensitive to VOT variations in the stimuli (Fig.1), although he produces far too long VOT in response, and is thus poorly rated by all listeners in the three subjective judgment tasks. They also allow to investigate how speakers behave when asked to modified their motor routines in order to achieve new targets (here a new type of inter-gestural timing between laryngeal and supralaryngeal gestures). Indeed, several Belgian French speakers happen to vary vowel duration in response to the (fixed vowel duration) stimuli they are told to reproduce instead of, or in complement with, varying VOT. This (compensatory?) strategy seems poorly rewarded by the listeners since VowDur is not correlated with any subjective index. However, overall it remains difficult to draw specific connections between variations in these subjective indices and variations in the acoustic properties of the judged productions. Since there is a fair amount of agreement among subjective judgments (in spite of high inter-listeners variability), further work is needed in order to establish which compound of acoustic-phonetic properties they are based on.
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Figure 1: Production data: RespVOT as a function of StimVOT and Speaker

Figure 2: Production data: RespVOT (left) and VowDur (right) as a function of StimVOT and StimBI (10 speakers pooled)

Figure 3. Subjective indices (mean z-scores) as a function of Burst Intensity

Figure 4. Typicality values (mean z-scores) as a function of Speaker and StimBI
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